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Among various ways of searching jobs are available in abroad, newspapers is one of the media
used by seekers. Besides newspapers, recruitment agencies are preferred tools. Also various
media are available today that may help you to search jobs abroad. You can use these sources for
getting suitable jobs in other countries.

Employment news in local as well as international newspapers is the best source of recruitment.
Some of the news papers are also provide career opportunities in the country and international
career. Job seekers find job openings in local places in the column named Classified Ads. Those
who want an abroad job may prefer the page showing international jobs. Also international
newspapers help directly to find numerous jobs in foreign countries. You will get much of the
information on running issues which helps you at the time of interviews. Newspaper can be a vital
source of information to the job hunter.

Another most significant source can be the recruitment agencies. Not just job seekers but
employers are also connected with recruitment agencies. Job seekers post their resumes to these
agencies with their requirements. Employers send vacancy details to agencies and ask them to find
candidates with required qualifications.

Sometimes international companies can call job seekers for jobs directly, but few points are to be
required to keep in mind before applying to these companies.

1.	Check that the company is certified or not.

2.	 It really works at international level or not.

3.	Company considers all your requirements or not; otherwise your efforts may be wasted.

Thus before choosing any company for international job, search for that company and collect some
important information about it. Similarly check for the recruitment agency to which you are posting
resume.

Third and most popular option for searching employment in overseas is using employment providing
sites i.e. job portals. With the advent of internet technology, the work of searching jobs becomes
easy and fast. There are various job portals on internet providing local and international jobs. You
can post your resume to employment providing sites, complete your profile, and get job alerts
through Email or SMS.

You have to select specific country and start searching for required jobs. Today, lots of job seekers
are using job portals for searching jobs in abroad, but selection of an appropriate country is
required. There are various sites providing international news. You are able to find standard of
living, social status, current wage rates, employment conditions, economic conditions of specific
country that you are referring for employment. By knowing the status of the specific country, make
decision to work there. Also as per your requirements specified in the resume, employment sites
help you to find appropriate jobs.

Finding jobs using these job portals becomes reliable, secured and economical way than
newspapers and recruiting agencies.
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